Spring/Summer
2021 Trends

South African Fried Chicken with Slap Chips

| TREND ONE |

International Chicken
Millennials and Gen X are actively looking for new flavors. Regional chicken
dishes from around the world are catching on. With great flavors from Africa,
Asia and South America, chicken is taking on new life.” — CHEF THRASH

WHY IT’S ON TREND

South African Peri Peri Chicken

Filipino Fried Chicken

Only 1% of the country is familiar with peri
peri sauce today, but 56% of consumers
say they would be interested in trying it.1

Filipino chicken chain Jollibee’s new unit
openings are making local news in the U.S.
and generating long lines of enthusiasts.3

Japanese Karaage Fried Chicken

Karaage menu incidence has grown 56%
since 2016 and is expected to grow
another 17% over the next four years.2
Korean Fried Chicken
Like many other Korean specialties, this
fried chicken has seen menu penetration
more than doubled since 2016.2
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MICHAEL THRASH CEC, CCA,
WCEC, PCII, ACE
Corporate Executive Chef,
Simplot
Chef Instructor at the Art
Institutes; Corporate Executive
Chef at GA Foods;
Executive Chef, Aramark;
Executive Chef, Hard Rock Cafe

BIRDS OF A DIFFERENT FEATHER
Jollibee

Bonchon

Nando’s PERi-PERi Chicken

Best known for its hand-breaded
Chickenjoy fried chicken, Jollibee is
the world’s largest and fastest
growing Asian chain, with 37 U.S.
locations. They describe Chickenjoy
as “crispylicious” on the outside
and “juicylicious” inside.

This purveyor of Korean double-fried
chicken was selected by Nation’s
Restaurant News in 2020 as one of
the “Top 10 Growing Restaurant
Chains To Watch.” It has grown to
more than 100 locations in the U.S.
with its signature Korean sauce.

Founded in South Africa in 1997,
Nando’s marinates their grilled
chicken in peri peri sauce for a
full 24 hours. Made from African
Bird’s Eye chilis, Nando’s unique
flavor is now available in 30+
countries, including the U.S.

Korean Fried Chicken (Yangnyeom) with Kimchi Fries

1

Thai-Style Fried Chicken (Gai Tod) with Thai Street Cart-Style Fries

Vegan Fried Chicken with Hot Agave

2

RECIPES FEATURING SIMPLOT ITEMS
1

Korean Fried Chicken (Yangnyeom)
with Kimchi Fries

Simplot SIDEWINDERS™ Fries Conquest® brand batter
Junior Cut Clear Coated SIDEWINDERS™ Fries
SKU: 10071179046011

2

Vegan Fried Chicken with Hot Agave

3

Thai Street Cart-Style Fries

3

Simplot Conquest® Delivery+™
Clear Coated Tin Roof Fries
SKU: 10071179048374

Simplot Conquest® Clear Coated Straight Cut Fries
SKU: 10071179030133

See these recipes and more at www.simplotfoods.com/trendfeast-menu

Roasted Cauliflower & Quinoa Power Bowl
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Frozen Foods
It hasn’t made much economic sense for restaurants to stock a lot of perishable
items during the pandemic. Many are pivoting to frozen vegetables and fruit for
the long shelf life and reduced labor which is key with lean staffing.”
— CHEF FRICKE
WHY IT’S ON TREND

Frozen foods were the

…the frozen food category is
experiencing all-time sales highs over
the past year. Consumer research
indicates this momentum will continue
even after the pandemic subsides.

#1 item

that operators were stocking
up on in June 20201

— American Frozen Food Institute, Nov. 12, 2020

19% of LSR operators and
24% of FSR operators said that
they were filling their freezers

1

51% of operators said that they
4

were trying to buy fewer fresh items1
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Corporate Executive Chef at
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Simplot Launches Ready-to-Eat Vegetables and Fruit
Our new Ready-to-Eat (RTE) vegetable and fruit
products require no additional cooking, so they’re ideal
for cold applications like salads and desserts. All are
processed in our High Care Processing Environment
with dedicated cleanrooms, meticulous hygiene
protocols and rigorous, post-production pathogen
testing. Learn more at simplotfoods.com.

Teriyaki Chicken
Flatbread

Harissa Potato Breakfast Taco

| TREND THREE |

Breakfast Is Back
The breakfast daypart took the biggest sales hit during the pandemic. As more
people get vaccinated and return to workplaces, the dining public is going to be
hungry for someone else to cook their morning meal. Be ready.” — CHEF ZELLER

WHY IT’S ON TREND

Breakfast made up just 6% of last awayfrom-home dining occasions in late
March; that number was up to 9% on
December 21, 20201

2

68% of consumers are more likely to
order breakfast that is made from scratch2

3

French fries are the #3 item growing in
importance on breakfast menus3

4

54% of consumers prefer to order
breakfast via the drive-thru2

Though many states and municipalities
have implemented restaurant restrictions
for the winter, the vaccine rollout
combined with warmer weather in the
spring could be a huge opportunity to
get consumers back for brunch.
—Datassential
Breakfast SIDEWINDERS™
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MICHAEL ZELLER
Corporate Executive Chef,
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Former restaurant owner,
Corporate Executive Chef
at Johnsonville Sausage,
Sales at Kraft Foodservice

Avocado Toast

+300%
Trending
Breakfast
Items

(4-year growth)4

Acai Bowl

+156%

Brunch Burger

+106%

Breakfast Bowl

+98%

Shrimp Ceviche, Pineapple and Avocado Tostadas with Jicama-Orange Slaw

| TREND FOUR |

New Fusion Cuisine
The New Fusion marries what are normally distinct cuisines to produce unexpected,
new mash-ups. Americans get more familiar with international flavors and these
new combinations can inspire some serious cravings.” — CHEF ROMAN
NEW FUSION IN THE REAL WORLD

Mexican-Korean
Korean BBQ Grilled Pork Carnitas Burrito:
grilled pork carnitas, rice, fajita veggies,
sweet and spicy Korean barbecue sauce,
crisp slaw, sriracha and cilantro.
$7.39 – California Tortilla
Chinese-Peruvian
Lemongrass Pork Bao Buns from Heritage
Eats: lemongrass pork, slaw, Asian pickled
veggies, carrots and daikon radish, aji verde.
$11.28 – Heritage Eats, Napa, CA
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Cal-Mex

ROBERTO ROMAN
Corporate Executive Chef,
Simplot—Central Zone
Corporate Chef/Operator
Specialist, Waypoint;
Executive Chef, Hilton
Garden Inn; Executive
Sous Chef, Omni &
Fairmont Hotels

Guajillo Grass-Fed Beef Colorado: Braised,
natural beef tri-tip in guajillo chile sauce with
an organic blue corn sope, escabeche
veggies, pinto beans, avocado-pasilla salsa,
sour cream and Cotija cheese.
$14.79 - Aqui, San Jose TX
Persian-Mediterranean
Chicken Breast Kabob: Two hot skewers of
juicy charbroiled marinated dark meat
chicken thigh, boneless and full of flavor,
served with grilled tomato and your choice of
plain or dill rice. $16.95 – Kabobi, Chicago IL

Who’s Looking
for New Flavors?
“Actively seek out
new flavors to try on
a regular basis.”1

1. Millennials 16%
2. Gen X 15%
3. Gen Z 12%
4. Boomers 7%
5. Matures 3%

5

Smart Ways
to Elevate Your
Delivery and
Takeout Packaging
In spite of the pandemic, people still want to be delighted by their dining
experience, even at home. In the same way people judge books by their
covers, how you package your orders—and the little touches you include
inside—can turn your dishes into must-have meals before the first bite.

1

Select the
right packaging
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If your restaurant is focused on high-quality,
fine foods, select packaging that shows off
the food in a way that your team can still play
with some plating techniques and provides a
“wow” factor when the customers open the
box or bag. Branding your packaging
doesn’t have to be expensive. Rubber
stamps and well-placed branded stickers
can promote your restaurant in a stylish,
memorable way, without breaking the bank.

2

Make it
convenient

If the meal is something you expect them to
cook and then replate, consider packaging in
something that they can use again. Example:
the three-course Family Meal menu from KIN
Restaurant comes packaged in tiffins, a
three-compartment carrier most known as a
lunchbox in India. It’s a fun surprise for the
customer to unpack and peek into each
compartment. Plus, they’re stainless steel so
they’re easy to eat out of on the go.

3

Make it an
experience

Reevaluate how your customers will be
experiencing every step of the takeout or
delivery process and find ways to make each
step more enjoyable or surprising. Example:
Atelier Crenn, the three-star Michelin
restaurant is providing how-to and explainer
videos online with the chefs, sommeliers,
and mixologists that prepared the meal.

4

Put the chef
out in front

Everybody wants to hear the stories behind
your dishes. Whether that’s a special note in
the takeaway box from the chef about how
to prepare their meal or a special Instagram
Live Q&A about specific dishes, find ways to
include the chef’s voice. Example: Cote
Korean Steakhouse’s Butcher’s Feast box
comes with a special note from Chef David
Shim with tips on how to cook the various
cuts of meat. They could have just included
instructions, but instead they included Chef
David’s signature and name to make it a little
more personal.

5

Do it for
the ‘Gram

Word of mouth via social media is one of the
top ways that people learn about new
restaurants to try. When creating packaging,
think about the unboxing experience that
people will want to share via their newsfeed.
And make sure your social media handles
are clearly visible on the packaging.
Encourage customers to share
their experience and tag
your social accounts.

How to Make Outdoor
Dining Perform Beyond
the Pandemic
From the al fresco dining that was trending before to
COVID-19 to the pandemic-induced transition out of
indoor spaces, consumers have grown accustomed to
sharing a table outside. If you already have an outdoor
space at your establishment, consider how you may
want to repurpose it for a post-pandemic future.

HELPFUL

TIPS

Check the rules

Add a little flair

There’s less permitting required right
now, but your city might eventually
draw that back. Take the time to
understand what the rules are in
normal times, so you’re not taken by
surprise—or worse, forced to have to
tear it down a few months later.

Start with smaller decor items to
experiment with ways to express your
brand—like garden boxes or other
semi-permanent fixtures to create
booths or dividers. Get feedback from
guests on what they like or don’t like
about the space. Talk to your staff
about the flow of the space as well.

Make it part of the experience

Start small

Since outdoor dining is going to be an
integral part of many business models
moving forward, why not make it more
exciting? Find ways to make the
outdoor component part of the
experience, like having the chef cook
on an outdoor grill.

Think of the absolute necessities—
tables, chairs, heaters or umbrellas.
What do you already have versus what
do you need to purchase? Prioritize
what you want to spend money on first.
Use this time to analyze the flow and
safety before making anything more
permanent.

Think about reuse

Set expectations upfront

If outdoor dining is only a temporary
situation that will not continue for your
restaurant after indoor dining is
allowed, look for decor, tables, and
chairs that you can use inside again to
try to save some money.

Don’t expect that customers will know
the etiquette to dining outdoors, like
when to wear a mask and when it’s ok
to not. Either have the server inform
them when they do their first table
visit, or have a special card you give
them with the menu.

Visit www.simplotfoods.com/trendfeast-menu
for behind-the-scenes menu inspiration and easy recipes.
(800) 572-7783 | www.simplotfoods.com
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